
Guest Puzzle #71 – March 2018  "Revolutionary" 
(by Arthur Schless) 

 
Instructions:  Guess the words defined by 
the cryptic clues (answers vary in length 
from three to twelve letters; ten are 
capitalized, one is an abbreviation, one an 
acronym, and one a 2-word phrase) then 
enter them in the grid one after another in 
the same order as their clues, starting in 
the upper left corner. Across words that 
don't end at the right continue on the next 
row, and down words that don't end at the 
bottom continue in the next column. Eight 
across words and eight down words won't 
fit in the grid unless one of their letters is 
removed. Those sixteen letters, taken in 
order as they occur in across and down 
words spell the name of a person related to 
the title and the mystery words. 
 
 
Across 
1. Mystery word 
2. Doctor has no taste at first for fish 
3. Baptism site soon to have early start 
4. Enhance radon dispersal 
5. Land described in his letters 
6. Utter child, Capone 
7. Crazy sister so loco with ear affliction 
8. Moon turning in a part of Greece 
9. Note last of wine in vessel; accept and deal 
10. Datum without delay 
11. Prelate embraces religion, in short 
12. River in far north 
13. Remarkable part of Honolulu 
14. Parade dissipated not having a cover 
15. Swat small insect 
16. Southern bird going back with bits 
17. The end is nothing big 
18. Emil hobbled 1609 meters 
19. Dame turned back after initially flat tire 
20. Clears return of gun 
21. Cavorting pure wolf is strong 
22. Aide-mémoire doesn't have a residue 
23. Story's end read aloud 
24. Mystery word 

Down 
1. Study wild situation taking time for a composition 
2. Compound noun I misspelled 
3. Able-bodied Nathan 
4. Went in front of said element 
5. The French studies provoked lethargy 
6. Drive off returning outcast 
7. Wales city in streetcar difficulties 
8. Torn marquee, in which Ron replaces Troy 
9. Prisoner of proliferation 
10. Plain-spoken Emily 
11. Composed after wife leaves is mechanical routine 
12. Woe is me in the style of Shakespeare primarily 
13. Audacity of charging alligator 
14. Sound of liquor swallowed in one gulp 
15. Italian head's guitar device 
16. Garbo is great in performance 
17. Odd outcome for Native American language 
18. Eye movement is dreamy when day is gone 
19. Woefully unread Chilean poet 
20. Things unsettled around end of day 
21. Artist many intellectuals remarked on initially 
22. Ailing palm has one old tumor 
23. Has a need to keep mentally sound 
24. Harold, editor of crosswords 
25. Lame fish swallows child 

 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           


